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WOLVES IN 
WILDERNESS

DRAGONCREST WELCOMES YOU! 
Colorful dragons, knights and all sorts of frights; our collection comes 
straight from the Land of Legends, making your home unique.

A • New! Black Dramatic Geometry Lantern  
Don’t let your favorite candle spend its time 
in an average candle lantern! This incredibly 
dramatic black metal lantern features a crisp, 
geometric design and clear glass to show off 
the shimmering candlelight. Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. 5⅛" x 5⅛" x 17" high; 
18½" high with handle.   10018345   $34.95

B • New! Large Black Dramatic Geometry 
Lantern  Your search for a dramatic lighting 
accent that will amp up the style in your room 
is officially over! This incredible black metal 
lantern has a beautifully crisp geometric 
frame and clear glass panels to show off your 
favorite candle. Iron and glass. Candle not 
included. 6¾" x 6¾" x 22½" high; 24½" high 
with handle.   10018344   $39.95

C • Serpentine Dragon Mug  This medieval-
inspired mug is the most intimidating way 
to keep your items in order as a serpentine 
dragon guards your writing quills or your 
collection of coins stored within. Fully 
decorated with dragon reliefs and Celtic 
symbols, this mug will bring out the true 
warrior in you as it rests on your desk or 
bookshelf. For decorative purposes only. 
Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand wash only. 
5½" x 3⅞" x 4⅜" high.   15132   $19.95 �

D • New! Howling Wolf Bookends  Keep your ‘pack’ of 
books together! Two finely detailed wolves, howling 
into the wilderness, will stand guard to keep your 
favorite reads upright and organized. Polyresin.  
3½" x 4" x 5½" high.   10018439   Pair  $24.95
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G • Timber Wolf Mug  Whether you’re an 
admirer of the wolf or collector of gothic 
accessories, this mug will quickly become 
a showpiece that you’ll want on display at 
all times! The medieval look of the silvery 
mug features Celtic-inspired design, and in 
the center is a fantastic wolf bust set on a 
sparkling blue background. Polyresin. Hand 
wash only. 6½" x 3⅞" x 4¼" high.    
10017863   $19.95 �

H • Timber Wolf Goblet  Cheers to the majestic 
wolf! This beautiful goblet features a cool 
Celtic design, and the centerpiece of the cup 
is the beautiful wolf bust set on a glorious blue 
background. Bright red jewels adorn the stem 
of the goblet. Polyresin. Hand wash only.  
3⅛" x 3⅛" x 7 " high.   10017864   $14.95 �

I • Gothic Candle Sconce  Add a touch of 
Gothic finery with this stunning torch-style 
sconce! A graceful matte-black platform 
securely holds a thick pillar candle; fastens 
quickly to any wall. Iron. Candle and mounting 
hardware not included. 4" x 6½" x 18¾" high.   
39877   $16.95

E • Ultimate Dragon Chess Set  The battle for ultimate rule of the 
kingdom: cold-blooded dragons versus bloodless dragons! 
On a glass chess board resting atop a war-ravaged castle 
strewn with the remains of battles gone, this chess set will 
inspire fire-breathing contests of wit and strategy. A must-have 
for collectors and chess wizards. Polyresin and glass. May 
require additional freight charge. 11 " x 11 " x 7¼" high; 
base is 7½" x 7½" x 7" high; tallest piece is 2⅛" high;  
smallest piece is 1¾" high.   15192   Set  $199.95

F • Moroccan Birdcage Candle 
Lantern  Mesmerizing swirls of 
matte black metal seem to dance 
in a candle’s flickering light, lending 
drama to this elegantly functional 
décor piece. A fascinating fashion 
statement indoors or out! Iron. 
Candle not included. 5" x 5" x 
13¾" high.   13175   $14.95
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F • Royal Dragon Mug  Medieval-style mug is richly emblazoned with 
fearsome dragon motif. A perfect decorative banquet cup for any Dragon 
King! Decorative purposes only. Polyresin and metal. 3¾" x 3¾" x  
4¼" high; with handle, 5½" wide.   12694   $17.95

B • No Evil Dragons  Finely detailed and undeniably charming, 
this set will delight fantasy and dragon fans. Each �gurine is 
carefully painted and stands upon a platform of polyresin-
carved rocks. Polyresin. Each is approximately 3½" x 3⅛" x 
4⅛" high.   33915   Set of 3  $16.95

MYTHICAL  
DRAGON 
DECOR

G • Fierce Dragon Bookends  
Richly rendered in astonishing 
detail, these bookends add a 
mystical decorative touch to 
any room. Polyresin. Each is  
10¼" x 3¼" x 7" high.    
37978   Pair  $19.95

A • Green Glass Star 
Lantern  Add a candle to 
this five-pointed star to 
fill the night with celestial 
light! Artistic hanging 
lantern features ornate 
panels of emerald green 
set into a wrought-iron 
frame. Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. 
10¼" x 3½" x 9½" high.    
10017756   $12.95

New! Mystical Dragon Water Globes  These gothic  
mini snow globes each feature a mystical yet magical 
figurine and snow glitter. Shake them up and see 
glittering magic sparkles swirl around the figurines.  
Polyresin and glass. Each is 3" x 3" x 4⅛" high.   

C • Blue Dragon 10018451   $12.95
D • Green Dragon 10018452   $12.95
E • Orange Dragon 10018453   $12.95
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Up!

Classic and 
modern come  
together to create 
a truly stunning 
water sculpture! 

L • Emerald Art Glass Vase  Vibrant green flows 
through this stunning art glass vase, and it 
looks just as spectacular empty. For decorative 
purposes only. Glass. 5½" x 2½" x 8½" high.   
10017383   $39.95

H • Green Lantern 
with LED Candle   
The intricate design 
of this green-glazed 
lantern comes to 
life with the flip of a 
switch, thanks to the 
included LED candle 
that flickers and 
glows. Ceramic  
and LED candle.  
One CR2032  
button cell battery 
not included.  
6" x 6" x 14½" high.    
10015449   $39.95

K • Wild Orchid Art Glass Vase  Stunning and unique, 
this gorgeous art glass vase mixes orchid hues 
and clear glass to create a home accent unlike any 
other. For decorative purposes only. Glass.  
5½" x 2½" x 8½" high.   10016152   $39.95

I • Dragon Table   
A mystical, fire-
breathing beast 
perches beneath 
this tempered glass 
tabletop, ready to 
sweep you away to 
the land of myth and 
legend. Polyresin and 
tempered glass. Some 
assembly required. 
May require additional 
freight charge.  
20" x 20" x 24" high.    
34738   $129.95

J • Standing Designer 
Fountain  Atop a 
stately column, 
clear cascades of 
water sparkle from 
the faux-stone ball, 
cradled by a stylized 
abstract shape. An 
irresistibly unique 
piece of garden art! 
Fiberglass and resin. 
UL recognized. 
Some assembly 
required. May 
require additional 
freight charge. 
Submersible water 
pump included.  
19½" x 19½" x  
44" high.    
37276   $199.95

Individually hand-crafted for 
their unique beauty. Items may 
be slightly different from the 
pictures shown here.
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Dragon Crystal Incense Burners  
Add aroma and dramatic 
style to your space with these 
unique incense burners. 
Insert the incense stick of 
your choice while these 
colorful dragon heads watch 
over a long geode filled with 
sparkling crystals. Polyresin. 
Incense not included. Each is 
10¾" x 2" x 2½" high.   

A • Green   10017772   $12.95
B • Orange 10017773   $12.95

C • Red Dragon Goblet  This 
goblet is worthy of a dragon 
king! This artistic goblet 
features a silvery finish, red 
dragon head, a scaly stem, 
and small skull detailing 
around the top. It’s made 
from polyresin and will be 
the perfect addition to your 
dragon collectibles. Polyresin.   
Hand wash only. 2½" x 2½" x 
5" high.   10017776   $12.95 �

D • Green Dragon Drinking Wine Holder  Your favorite bottle 
of wine has never been more magical! This cool wine bottle 
holder is a finely detailed dragon head, complete with green 
and gold scales, horns, and deep red eyes. Place it on your 
counter or bar and add a standard bottle of wine, neck first. 
Polyresin. Wine bottle not included. 7¼" x 5½" x 8" high.   
10017775   $29.95

Geode Dragon Incense Stands  These dazzling dragon incense 
stands will fill your space with aroma and legendary style. Each 
of these tabletop accents has a tall geode and a mythical 
dragon raising from the rock below. Place your favorite incense 
stick in the middle and enjoy! Polyresin. Incense not included. 
Each is 2¾" x 4¼" x 10" high.

E • Green  10017771 $12.95
F • Purple   10017769 $12.95
G • Orange 10017770 $12.95

These glorious 
mythical beasts will 
fill your space with 
soothing scents and 
legendary style.
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H • Dragon Castle Glittering Snow Globe  Give 
this mythical tabletop accent a shake and 
watch as sparkling glitter makes a splash in the 
snow globe. This polyresin figurine features a 
castle base, beautifully detailed blue and purple 
dragon in battle armor perched on top, and 
inside the snow globe is another dragon with 
a knight’s sword. Polyresin. 3¾" x 4" x 8" high.   
10017950   $19.95

I • Mystical Jeweled Dragon and Skull Figurine  
Fantasy lovers, you need this mesmerizing 
figurine in your collection! A dazzling purple and 
aqua dragon is perched atop a skull, complete 
with a brilliant faceted jewel that ups the “wow” 
factor of this artistic figurine. Polyresin.  
4¼" x 3¾" x 10" high.   10017522    $19.95  

J • Green Dragon Goblet  Conjure up medieval 
style with this cool goblet. It features a scaly 
dragon stem, green dragon detailing, and small 
silvery skulls around the rim. Polyresin. Hand 
wash only. 2½" x 2½" x 5" high.    
10017777   $12.95 �

K • Green Dragon Hand Wine Holder  Need a 
bottle of wine? Take it from this cool holder 
if you dare! This green dragon hand has 
finely detailed scales, golden talons, and 
is chained around the wrist. Put it on your 
counter or bar and add your favorite bottle 
of wine! Polyresin. Wine bottle not included. 
7½" x 4" x 4½" high.   10017774   $21.95

DRAGONS 
WORTH  
COLLECTING!

These colorful beasts will keep watch over your desk, shelf,  
or mantel with style that cannot be ignored.
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A • Color-Change Dragon Figurine  An armored 
dragon gazes deeply into a glowing crystal ball, 
beholding the secrets of centuries past. Color-
change LED light casts a mystical glow from 
within this fascinating sculpture! Polyresin.  
Three AG10 cell button batteries not included.  
4¾" x 3" x 6½" high.   39824   $16.95

B • Dragon Wine Bottle Holder  Do you dare to 
drink that bottle of wine? This medieval dragon 
wine bottle holder is a fantastical finishing touch 
to your bar or buffet. Holds a standard bottle of 
wine in fierce style! Polyresin. Wine bottle not 
included. 11¼" x 7" x 12⅜" high.    
10017312   $59.95

C • Rainbow Moroccan Lantern  
Stand  A rainbow of light with that 
Eastern flair. Decorative cutwork 
and an elegant stand make a truly 
unique display! Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. Lantern:  
4" x 4" x 8¼" high; stand: 13" high.    
D1062   $19.95

D • New! Purple Lounging Dragon 
with Light  This desktop dragon will 
really light up your life! You’ll love 
the fantastic detailing on his purple 
dragon wings, and the crystals in 
his lair light up. Operates with 2 AA 
batteries not included. Polyresin. 
6½" x 5" x 6¼" high.    
10018260   $24.95

E • New! Blue Dragon With Light Up Medallion  
This majestic beast will keep watch over 
your desk, shelf, or mantel with style that 
cannot be ignored. The fine detailing of this 
blue dragon’s scales and golden accents will 
amaze you along with the glowing medallion 
he’s guarding. Polyresin. Two AA batteries 
not included. 4¼" x 4¼" x 8¼" high.   
10018261   $19.95
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F • Fierce Dragon Statue  Add some fierce style to your bookshelf 
or desk with this fantastical dragon statue. This finely detailed 
beast stands on all four with wings spread, and is captured  
mid-roar. Polyresin. 8" x 4½" x 7¼" high.   10017304   $24.95

G • Dueling Dragons Sword Wall Plaque  Two dragons face off to 
protect the decorative sword in this dramatically medieval wall 
plaque. Polyresin. 10½" x 2" x 17½" high; sword: 17½" long.   
10017301   $54.95

H • Dawn of Battle Chess Set  The dawn of chess, brought to life 
with blue and red winged beasts in a legendary battle as old as 
time itself. Chess collectors and dragon aficionados alike will 
delight in this set. Polyresin and glass. May require additional 
freight charge. 13⅜" x 13" x 4½" high; tallest piece is 2⅞" high; 
smallest piece is 2¼" high.   15191   Set  $199.95

Dueling 
dragons face 
off to protect 
this medieval 
sword.
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This magnificent dragon’s 
head is a perfect place to 
store your treasures.

B • Dragon Head Treasure Box  Snoopers, sneaks and 
would-be spies won’t dare to disturb your secret treasures! 
Ferocious dragon’s head figurine is a clever stash spot for 
jewelry, coins, and other precious items. Polyresin.  
4" x 7½" x 4" high.   14698   $14.95

A • Red Dragon Tabletop Fountain  This LED light up fountain is the perfect 
tabletop sculpture for your castle! Plastic, polyresin and LED light. UL 
recognized. Submersible water pump included. 5½" x 5½" x 8¾" high.   
10016895   $29.95

C • Sword and Dragon Coat-Of-Arms  Two proud dragons, locked in 
battle, intertwine to form a curvy backdrop for two shining gold-hilted 
removable swords. Decorative purposes only. Polyresin with metal 
swords. 9" x 1⅜" x 11" high overall; each sword: 3½" x 1½" x  
14⅛" long.   38011   $29.95

D • Paprika Tall Moroccan Lantern  Spice up your night with the warm 
and inviting glow from this Moroccan-style candle lantern. Red pressed 
glass panels are set in an ornate black metal frame with flowery 
cutouts. Iron and glass. Candle not included. 6¼" x 7" x 16½" high.   
10015682   $29.95
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No castle is complete 
without a dragon 
goblet with gems & 
scrollwork.

I • Dragon Rider Figurine  A fairy maiden 
rides atop her trusty dragon steed, as 
glowing crystals light their path. Color-
change LED lights add special magic to this 
fanciful fairy-tale figurine! Polyresin. Three 
AG3 button cell batteries not included.  
4½" x 4" x 7½" high.  13199   $12.95

H • Royal Dragon Goblet  Fantasy 
comes to life in every intricate detail of 
rich scrollwork, gleaming gems and a 
dragon’s head crest. Polyresin base; 
stainless steel cup. Inner cup hand 
wash only. 4" x 4" x 7⅜" high.    
13903   $19.95 �

E • Gatehouse Hanging Candle Lantern  This hook and hanging candle 
lantern combo is fluent in the language of fantastic style. It’s made 
from iron and glass and features a burnished finish along with classic 
geometric design. Iron and glass. Candle not included. Lantern:  
4⅜" x 4⅜" x 11¾" high; 14" high with loop at top; hook:  
4¾" diameter x 4⅜" high.   10017534   $19.95

F • New! Mythical Dragons Shot Glasses  Four mythical beasts filled with 
fire and fury decorate these unique shot glasses. You get all in different 
colors of dragon. Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand wash only. Each is 
2⅛" x 2⅛" x 2¼" high.   10018444   Set of 4  $24.95 �

G • Crimson Sunset Art Glass Vase  A sparkling freeform vase celebrates 
the beauty of an autumn sunset, setting your surroundings alive with 
vibrant color. For decorative purposes only. Individually hand-crafted for its 
unique beauty. Item may be slightly different from the picture shown here. 
Glass. 7½" x 3½" x 12¼" high.   13907   $69.95 
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A • Guarding Dragon Accent  
Table  Styled to resemble 
centuries-old castle gargoyles, 
this is a worthy decoration for the 
chamber of any king! Polyresin 
base with tempered glass top. 
Some assembly required. May 
require additional freight charge.  
19" x 19" x 23¼" high.    
12266   $129.95

B • Dragon Goblet  An imposing 
roaring dragon forms a majestic 
base for a clear glass globe;  
this medieval-style goblet looks  
as impressive in your hand as  
it does at the banquet table! 
Decorative purposes only. 
Polyresin and glass. Hand  
wash only. 3" x 3" x 8" high.    
37959   $19.95

D • Armored Dragon Wall Crest  
Removable swords are a 
chillingly accurate miniature 
version of the mighty weapons 
wielded by history’s fiercest 
warriors. Decorative purposes 
only. Polyresin with pewter 
swords. 8 " x 2" x 9½" high.    
39269   $19.95

C • Dragon Dagger Wall 
Plaque  An impressive 
display of medieval 
mythology, as a pair of 
dragons entwine around 
a formidable dagger. 
Polyresin and stainless 
steel. 9½" x 3" x 12" high.   
36247   $24.95
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A bright green jewel 
adorns the chest of the 
perched dragon.

E • Black Dragon Mantel Clock  This dramatic mantel 
clock features a mythical winged dragon guarding the 
eternal hands of time. This battery-powered clock is the 
perfect accent to your den or private office. Polyresin. 
One AA battery not included. 9⅛" x 3⅛" x 15¾" high  
15257   $39.95   $29.95     

F • Triple-Head Dragon Incense Burner  Sinister in appearance yet 
fascinating to behold, this triple-headed dragon lends its legendary 
image to your décor. Add your favorite incense to create a mystical 
scene from the pages of legend and lore! Polyresin. Incense not 
included. 11" x 3" x 3½" high.   13830   $12.95

H • Dragon’s Head Incense Holder  This fierce beast holds a secret! 
Lift the top of this dragon’s finely detailed head to reveal an 
incense holder that will help you fill your room with magical aroma 
of your choice. When finished, replace the top to enjoy the dark 
allure of this mythic décor accent. Polyresin. Incense stick not 
included. 10¼" x 3⅛" x 3⅜" high.   10015319   $19.95

Create a dramatic, mythical 
environment sure to be unique.

FOR THE 
DRAGON SLAYER 
COLLECTOR

G • Dragon Fire Incense Burner  A finely detailed dragon 
defends its home atop a Celtic-inspired base. Infuse 
your home with the mystical scent of your choosing as 
this magnificent beast watches over the lighted stick. 
Polyresin. Incense not included. 10¾" x 2⅞" x 2 " high.   
15133   $12.95
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A • Dragon Castle Dagger Set  This dramatic 
dagger and wall-mounted sheath set features 
a battle weary castle and a fearsome dragon. 
This carefully detailed wall accent will bring 
about the age of medieval style in your home. 
Polyresin and stainless steel. 6¾" x 3" x  
17" high.   10015398   $29.95

B • Dragon Candleholder  This medieval castle 
is besieged by a fierce winged predator. 
Perched upon the highest tower, he presides 
over the three flickering candle flames that top 
the other ramparts. A legendary decoration 
even when unlit! Polyresin. Candles not 
included. 7½" x 5⅛" x 9¼" high.    
37960   $29.95

C • Dragon Kingdom Chess Set  Fire-breathing beasts 
battle for supremacy above the charred remains of dragon 
warriors that perished in this never-ending battle. A thrilling 
and visually stunning way to enjoy a rousing game of chess. 
Polyresin and glass. May require additional freight charge. 
13 " x 13 " x 4⅞" high; tallest piece is 2¾" high; smallest 
piece is 2⅛" high.   15190   Set  $199.95

REVISIT 
LEGENDARY 
TIMES

D • Dragoncrest Light-Up Wall Décor  Lifelike faux 
stone decoration features a fierce dragon at its 
heart, dramatically backlit by enchanted multi 
colored lights. A mighty coat of arms that any 
noble king or knight would display with pride! 
Polyresin. Two AA batteries not included.  
9" x 1½" x 9" high.   15056   $19.95
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PREPARE FOR  
BATTLE
Defend your kingdom with medieval- 
inspired chess sets. A thrilling way to 
enjoy a rousing game of chess!

E • Medieval Triple Candle 
Stand  Deep black finish 
accentuates every shapely 
detail and creates stunning 
contrast to a triple candle 
display. Iron. Candles not 
included. 11¾" x 4¾" x 
15¾" high.   14114   $19.95

F • Dragon Skull Treasure 
Box  What safer place is 
there for your secret stash 
than in the mouth of a 
snarling dragon? Polyresin. 
7½" x 4⅛" x 4⅜" high.   
13240   $12.95

G • Medieval Chess Set  Mystical knights and 
dragons square off on a medieval board, adding 
a legendary feel to the timeless battle of chess. 
All 32 finely detailed chessmen fit inside the 
elaborately carved chessboard case. Polyresin 
base and glass board. May require additional 
freight charge. 17" x 17" x 2¾" high.    
35301   Set  $109.95

H • New! Dragon Skull Box  This ferocious dragon’s 
head skull is a clever stash spot for keys, coins, 
and other precious items. This unique and detailed 
dragon skull sculpture is a great addition to your 
shelf or tabletop and is ready to hide your treasure! 
Polyresin. 7" x 8½" x 6⅛" high.   10018449   $29.95

I • Battleground Chess Set  The glass game board is held aloft 
by four towers of the castle, revealing the remains of previous 
clashes below. Warring royalty and their brave knights are in full 
battle regalia, complete with swords and shields, in either silver-
tone or bronze-tone. Polyresin and glass. May require additional 
freight charge. 13½" x 13½" x 5⅜" high; tallest piece is  
3" high; smallest piece is 2⅜" high.   15189   Set  $199.95
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E • Firefighter Skull  Show your firefighter pride with 
this cool skull accent. It’s made from polyresin and 
features a detail skull wearing a bright red fireman’s 
helmet that’s emblazoned with “Fire Dept.” and the 
number three. Decorate your desk or shelf with this 
cool accessory. Polyresin. 6½" x 7" x 6¾" high.   
10017862   $19.95   

GIVE 
VISITORS A 
GREETING 
THEY’LL 
NEVER 
FORGET!

C • American Flag Bandana Skull Figurine  American 
pride forever! This cool desktop figurine is a finely 
detailed skull wearing an American flag bandana over 
the top of his head. This is a great gift for patriots! 
Polyresin. 6" x 4¼" x 5¼" high.   10017677   $12.95

D • Fantasy Skull Figurine With Led Light  This cool skull 
figurine features a silvery finish and a dazzling eye patch 
that will catch the attention of all who see it. The interior 
LED light makes one eye glow with spooky splendor. 
Polyresin and LED. Two AA batteries not included.  
5½" x 7" x 6½" high.   10017519   $24.95

A • Sinister Skull with Lantern  Give 
visitors a greeting they’ll never forget! 
Ghostly grinning skeleton appears 
to crawl from the ground; clutched 
in his bony fist, a swinging lantern 
sheds a ghostly light. Polyresin. Some 
assembly required. Two “AA” batteries 
not included. 11" x 6½" x 13" high;  
lantern: 3" x 3" x 6¼" high.    
12612   $39.95

B • New! Skull With Light-Up Eyes  Spooky 
and cool, this skull with light-up eyes is a 
great addition to your decor. It features a 
color changing LED light that shines through 
the skull figurine's red eyes, changing colors 
from yellow to green, blue and purple. 
Operates with included Polyresin and LED 
light. Two AG13/LR44 button cell batteries 
included. 4" x 5½" x 4½" high.    
10018289   $12.95
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decorated with golden 
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tiny skulls. 
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L • Skull Two Swords 
Wall Plaque  A duo of 
fantastical swords are 
set in an arresting wall 
plaque that will give your 
wall a medieval flair. This 
polyresin accent features 
a highly detailed skull with 
a menacing smile set on a 
black gothic design along 
with silvery swords that 
form an "X". Polyresin and 
stainless steel. 8" x 1¼" x 
9" high.   10017866   $19.95

J • Skeleton Door Knocker  Give your guests a scare 
with this spooky skeleton decor! This wall accent 
hangs easily and it startles onlookers with a skull and 
two boney hands peeking out from behind a battered 
wood-like sign. Polyresin. 13¾" x 2¼" x 11" high.   
10017683   $19.95

F • Bull Skull Mug  Incredible! This amazing 
mug features a Spanish-inspired design in gold 
and the centerpiece is a detailed bull skull  
with large horns. It’s a great addition to your  
china cabinet or on your shelf. Polyresin.  
Hand wash only. 6½" x 3⅞" x 4¼" high.   
10017867   $19.95 �

G • Skull Head Lantern with LED Light  Light up 
the night in spooky fashion with this ghoulish 
lantern. The classic lantern design features a 
creepy skull with glowing eyes that are fueled 
by an LED light. On/off switch on bottom. 
Polyresin and LED light. Three AAA batteries 
not included. 5" x 4" x 8¼" high; 13" high  
with chain.   10017684   $14.95

K • New! Zombie Hand Wine 
Holder  Your counter is about to 
get a little creepier! This zombie 
wine bottle holder is ready 
to hold your favorite bottle of 
wine. Polyresin. Wine bottle not 
included. 8" x 4½" x 4⅛" high.   
10018263   $19.95

H • Bull Skull Goblet  This regal goblet is incredible! It features a leather- 
like finish, golden accents and a detailed bull skull with horns. Red jewels 
dot the base of the goblet to make it a real standout of style. Polyresin. 
Hand wash only. 3⅛" x 3⅛" x 7 " high.   10017869   $14.95 � 

I • Skeleton Hands Goblet  Ghoulishly cool! This unique medieval goblet 
has many fantastical features that you’ll love discovering. The stem of the 
goblet looks like two bony skeleton arms and the hands come together to 
hold the cup up top. The goblet is also decorated with golden flourishes 
and tiny skulls. Polyresin. Hand wash only. 3⅜" x 3⅜" x 7½" high.   
10017868   $14.95 �

Unique skeleton 
décor can be 
ghoulishly cool! 
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GHASTLY 
GRINNING 
SKULLS

A • New! His and Hers Skull Set  Two skull figurines 
decorated with creeping ivy and blooming roses 
are the perfect way to set your home’s style apart 
from all the rest. This duo of skulls have fantastic 
detailing, from their shading to the greenery growing 
around them. They are a unique decoration for your 
bookshelf, mantel or desk. Polyresin. Each is  
6" x 4¼" x 4¼" high.   10018131   Set of 2  $24.95

B • Grinning Skull  Now, here’s a real bonehead! 
Polyresin crafted skull is spine-chillingly realistic, 
right down to its ghastly grin. A daring decorator’s 
delight! Polyresin. 6½" x 4¼" x 4 " high.    
36245   $9.95 

D • Skeleton Hands Candle Stand  How many 
skeleton hands does it take to hold up a 
candle? Three! This eerie holder features 
detailed polyresin skeletal hands and a  
black metal base that’s ready for your favorite 
pillar or round candle. Polyresin and iron. 
Candle not included. 7½" x 7" x 7¼" high.   
10017192   $29.95

E • Skull with Light-Up Orb  Ghoulish glow and spooky style 
can be yours all year long with this cool polyresin figurine. 
This detailed skull holds a glass orb in his mouth that lights 
up with help from an LED bulb and three little batteries.  
Great for your entry way or porch on Halloween! Polyresin, 
glass and LED. Three LR1130 button cell batteries included. 
3" x 4¾" x 4" high.   10017294   $12.95

F • See Hear Speak Skulls Trio  See no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil! This trio of polyresin skull figurines puts a 
rock-n-roll spin on that classic adage. Great for Halloween or 
showcase your whimsical style all year long. Polyresin. Each 
is approximately 1¾" x 2 " x 2" high.   10017293  Set  $6.95

C • Skull Pen Holder  Decorate your desk with 
this detailed skull pen holder and it will hold 
your writing utensils for you while giving you a 
toothy grin. This fun desk accessory features 
cool details that will delight you. Polyresin. 
Contents not included. 3¼" x 4½" x 3½" high.   
10017865   $5.95
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Great for Halloween 
or to show off your 
rock-n-roll style all 
year long!

G • Spooky Toilet Paper 
Holder  This bony fellow’s 
grinning every time 
the paper’s spinning. 
Spooky toilet paper 
holder is a most 
unexpected addition to 
your bathroom; a daring 
decorator’s dream come 
true! Polyresin. Toilet 
paper not included.  
8¼" x 4½" x 8 " high.    
12608   $19.95

Just add your favorite 
incense to this spooky fellow!

H • Skeleton Hand Candleholder  Ghostly glow and scary style will light up 
your nights when you place a candle inside this eerie candle holder. The 
detailed skeleton hand rises from your tabletop to hold the clear glass 
candle cup. Polyresin and glass. Candle not included. 4" x 4" x 6" high.   
10017189   $19.95

J • Skull Decorative Accent  
This skull decorative accent 
is so finely detailed that 
your guests will take a 
second look to see if it’s the 
real thing! A great way to 
decorate for Halloween or 
as an everyday eerie accent. 
Polyresin. 5¾" x 4¼" x  
4½" high.   10017190   $12.95

K • Skeleton Wall Decor Set  What has two bony hands and a spooky smile? This 
skeleton! You’ll love this three-piece wall decor set that creates a cool 3-D effect 
when mounted on your wall. Polyresin. Skull: 3 " x 3" x 5¾"; each hand is 4½" x 4".   
10017295   Set  $19.95

I • Skeleton Incense Burner Holder  A tired old fellow rests 
his weary bones, watching as the smoke from your favorite 
incense sweetens the air above. Polyresin. Incense not 
included. 10½" x 3⅛" x 2⅛" high.   37078   $9.95

L • Rockin’ Headphone Skull Figurine  Turn up the cool factor in 
your room with this Rockin’ Headphone Skull Figurine. Made from 
polyresin, this  grinning skull is wearing skull-shaped headphones 
and is ready to hang out on your desk, bookshelf or dresser. 
Great for Halloween or to show off your rock-n-roll style all year 
long. Polyresin. 6¾" x 5½" x 5½" high.   10017292  $14.95
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A • Fairy and Dragon Lighted 
Figurine  This otherworldly 
decor accent will shimmer 
with mystical style on your 
shelf or desk. The amazing 
design features a pretty fairy 
resting against a dragon portal 
that lights up with the flip of 
a switch. Polyresin. Two AA 
batteries not included.  
8" x 5 " x 2½" high.   
10017948   $49.95

B • Orange Dragon Guardian 
Figurine  Behold this lovely 
princess and her special friend. 
This unique figurine will bring 
a touch of medieval style to 
your shelf as you marvel at the 
princess’ lovely orange and 
black gown and the fantastic 
orange dragon tucked safely  
in her arms. Polyresin.  
2½" x 2¼" x 7½" high.    
10017933   $19.95

FABULOUS 
FAIRIES
Dress up your  
shelf or mantel  
with mythical style!

C • Purple Dragon Guardian Figurine  This 
beautiful princess and her dragon friend will 
dress up your shelf or mantel with mythical 
style. This cool polyresin figurine features 
a lovely woman in a medieval purple gown 
with armor accessories, and perched on her 
shoulder is a small dragon. Polyresin.  
2¾" x 2½" x 8½" high.   10017934   $19.95   

D • Mermaid Table Lamp  Get swept away by 
the alluring glow of this beautiful mermaid lamp. 
She rests on top of curling waves and her 
tail lights up with ocean-blue glow. Polyresin. 
UL recognized. Type C 15W light bulb not 
included. 11¾" x 7¼" x 6¾" high.    
10015703   $69.95
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E • Night Tide Fairy Figurine  The figurine  
features gothic touches, dramatic purple and 
black wings, and a black dress with jeweled 
accents and matching jewelry. Polyresin and 
PVC. 7" x 6¾" x 9¼" high.   15269   $49.95 

F • Midnight Fairy Figurine  Atop her jet-black 
unicorn, this graceful maiden takes a secret 
journey through deepest night. A stunning 
storybook statue that’s sure to star in your 
fantasy collection! Polyresin. 10" x 2½" x 8" high.   
14570   $29.95

H • Fairy and  
Unicorn Figurine   
A raven-haired  
fairy maiden 
and her unicorn 
companion 
share a moment 
of friendship; a 
storybook fantasy 
brought beautifully 
to life! Polyresin/
powderstone  
blend. 5¼" x  
4" x 8¼" high.   
12109   $39.95

DECORATE  
WITH GOTHIC  
MYSTIQUE!
These otherworldly décor accents 
will shimmer with mystical style  
on your shelf or desk.

G • New! Magical Unicorn Mug  This beautiful collector’s 
mug is the perfect gift for any lover of myth and 
legends. It has a stainless steel mug interior decorated 
with polyresin exterior that features the bust of white 
unicorns and a handle that’s sculpted to look like a 
unicorn’s mane. Polyresin and stainless steel. Hand 
wash only. 6" x 3½" x 4⅛" high.   10018045   $16.95 �

I • New! Unicorn Wine Bottle Holder  
It’s a fact that unicorns love a 
good bottle of wine, and you’ll 
love having this mythical creature 
hold your next bottle for you. This 
bottle holder looks like a pure 
white unicorn laying on its back 
and holds a standard-size bottle 
of wine. Polyresin. Wine bottle  
not included. 13" x 6" x 7" high.   
10018130   $19.95
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What special treasures 
can this winged fairy 
keep for you? 
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BRING A LITTLE 
BIT OF FANTASY 
TO YOUR 
REALITY!

B • Twin Fairies Oil 
Warmer  Choose your 
fragrance and let this 
pair of fairies add their 
sweetness to your 
warming oil. Each fairy 
holds a dove, bringing 
a sense of peace to the 
warmth of the candle 
between them. Resin 
and glass. Tealight 
candle and oil not 
included. 7" x 4 " x  
4" high.   14696   $16.95

C • Pink Winged Fairy 
Box  She has pink 
wings, pink hair, and 
pink striped socks, 
and she’s sitting on 
the lid of an ornately 
decorated keepsake 
box. Polyresin and felt 
bottom. 4¾" x  
3⅜" x 6⅜" high.    
10017659   $24.95

A • New! Garden Fairy Mini Snow Globe  This little snow 
globe is simply delightful. A pink fairy and her trusty 
unicorn sit in a grassy field and when you gently shake, 
they’re surrounded by swirling sparkles. Polyresin, glass 
and water. 2½" x 2½" x 3¼" high.   10018441   $7.95

D • Orchid Fairy Table Lamp  A gorgeous table lamp of 
incredible artistry, from the graceful floral shade to the 
delicate lifelike blooms at the base. Sure to be the pride 
and joy of any dreamer at heart! Polyresin and metal. UL 
recognized. Max. 15W E-12 bulb not included. 6" x 10" x 
17⅜" high.   38832   $69.95

E • Angel with Cat Figurine  This fantastical angel figurine is 
kneeling down on a cloud, with her beautiful feathery wings 
surrounding her, as she embraces a pretty white cat. This 
figurine will bring a little bit of fantasy to your reality, and a 
whole lot of beauty to your room. Polyresin and felt bottom. 
4¼" x 3" x 4½" high.   10017658   $24.95
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Magical 
Unicorns 
Abound!

J • Unicorn Crystals Figurine  Enchant 
your living space with this mythical and 
magical figurine. A beautiful white unicorn 
with a golden horn and pink mane and 
tail strides through a magical land that’s 
filled with crystals and flowers. Polyresin. 
8" x 2¼" x 6⅜" high.   10017521   $19.95

I • White Unicorn Figurine   
This glorious creature will grace 
your table or shelf. This beautiful 
white unicorn has a shimmering 
blue mane with a golden horn, 
and walks among rocks with 
blooming flowers. Polyresin.  
7½" x 2¼" x 6½" high.    
10017949   $14.95

F • Unicorn Accent Table  Captivating statue base gives this fantasy table 
a legendary appeal! Clear glass top allows enjoyment from every angle. 
Polyresin and tempered glass. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. 18¾" x 16" x 25½" high.   12260   $129.95

G • Forest Magic Figurine  A fair-haired fairy pauses by a clear forest pool, 
her unicorn companion sharing the morning’s magic beauty. This serene 
scene is sure to bring a little magic into the life of every admirer! Polyresin.  
5¼" x 4¼" x 5" high.   14579   $14.95

H • Unicorn Light  From the pages of myth gallops this majestic unicorn, 
carved in frosted splendor and glowing with an ever-changing rainbow of 
light. Polyresin. Three AA batteries not included. 7¼" x 4¾" x 10" high.   
34059   $39.95
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New! Mermaid Wine Bottle Holder  This siren of 
the sea is poised to hold your favorite bottle 
of wine in weathered style. Place this pretty 
mermaid on your counter or bar and she’ll  
show off by holding up your wine bottle with  
her tail. Polyresin. Wine bottle not included.  
9½" x 4½" x 7" high.   10018196   $29.95

WHAT SAILOR 
COULD RESIST 
HER CHARM & 
BEAUTY?




